SUPPLEMENTAL SPECIFICATION

AMENDMENT TO SECTION 101 – DEFINITIONS AND TERMS

The intent of the Supplemental Specification is to revise:

- the frequency of QPL updates (06/06/17)
- the definitions of weather days and working days (04/01/18)

Amend 101.79 to read:

101.79 Qualified Products List (QPL). A list of products prequalified by the Engineer as meeting the Contract requirements for specified materials to be incorporated into the Work. The list is maintained and updated by the Bureau of Materials and Research.

Amend 101.116-119 to read:

101.116 Wear. The percent of wear of aggregate as determined by the AASHTO T 96 (Los Angeles Abrasion Test). The grading shall be Grading A unless otherwise specified.

101.117 Weather Day. Days on which weather conditions beyond the Contractor’s control would prevent Work on the Controlling Activities for at least five hours with a work force consistent in size and type for the work to be performed. Should the Contractor prepare to begin work on any day on which inclement weather, or the conditions resulting from the weather, prevent the work from beginning at the usual starting time, and the crew is dismissed as a result, the Contractor will not be charged for a working day whether or not conditions change during the day and the rest of the day becomes suitable for construction operations.

101.118 Wetland. “An area that is inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support and that under normal conditions does support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands include, but are not limited to swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.” (NH Code of Administrative Rules, Env-Wt 101.113)

101.119 Winter Suspension. Winter Suspension shall be such time that the Contractor, utilizing conventional means and methods, is unable to proceed in an efficient manner with construction activity due to unfavorable weather conditions and suspends operations until such time that conditions are favorable for sustained construction activity.

101.120 Winter Work. Winter work is any work that is done in December, January, February, and March. The Contract may require winter work on all or portions of the project, in which case time will be determined as specified in 108.07 unless otherwise amended.

101.121 Work. The furnishing of all labor, materials, equipment, and incidentals necessary or convenient to the successful completion of the Project, and the carrying out of the duties and obligations imposed by the Contract.

101.122 Working Day. Any calendar day, except Saturdays, Sundays, Contract designated Holidays and Weather Days. Days in December, January, February, and March are not considered working days even if the Engineer allows the Contractor to work and the Contractor so chooses except when:

1. The Contract requires Winter Work;
2. The Contract Completion Date gets extended into this period and the weather conditions are favorable for the continuation of the remaining Work; however, should weather or site conditions change during the Winter Work period and the Contractor suspend operations as a result, Working Days will not be charged until April 1 whether or not the conditions become suitable for construction operations during the remainder of the Winter Work period.

101.123 Working Drawings. Working Drawings may be submitted for approval or documentation. See 105.02.